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Abstract
Microprocessors are designed to provide good average performance over a variety of workloads. This can
lead to inefficiencies both in power and performance for
individual programs and during individual phases within
the same program. Microarchitectures with multiconfiguration units (e.g. caches, predictors, instruction
windows) are able to adapt dynamically to program behavior and enable/disable resources as needed. A key
element of existing configuration algorithms is adjusting
to program phase changes. This is typically done by "tuning" when a phase change is detected – i.e. sequencing
through a series of trial configurations and selecting the
best.
Algorithms that dynamically collect and analyze program working set information are studied. To make this
practical, we propose working set signatures – highly
compressed working set representations (e.g. 32-128
bytes total). Algorithms use working set signatures to 1)
detect working set changes and trigger re-tuning; 2) identify recurring working sets and re-install saved optimal
reconfigurations, thus avoiding the time-consuming tuning process; 3) estimate working set sizes to configure
caches directly to the proper size, also avoiding the tuning process. Multi-configuration instruction caches are
used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
algorithms. When applied to reconfigurable instruction
caches, an algorithm that identifies recurring phases
achieves power savings and performance similar to the
best algorithm reported to date, but with orders-ofmagnitude savings in the number of re-tunings.

1.

Introduction

As microarchitecture and chip technology evolve,
tradeoffs involving performance, power, and complexity
become increasingly difficult, and optimization methods
become increasingly sophisticated. One promising optimization method is to configure microarchitecture fea-

tures dynamically to adapt to changing program
characteristics [1-13]. As a program runs, it passes
through phases of execution where its performance
characteristics and, consequently, its hardware resource
requirements may vary [14, 15]. Performance and/or
power consumption can be optimized on-the-fly if significant phase changes can be detected and dynamic
microarchitecture reconfiguration can be invoked in response to the phase changes.
In most proposed implementations, configurable units
are designed to have a number of fixed configurations,
e.g. four different cache sizes. Then, the runtime configuration algorithm selects from one of the multiple available
configurations. Thus far, algorithms for determining the
optimal hardware configuration have primarily been ad
hoc, and consequently, there are about as many algorithms as there are proposals for multi-configuration
units.
The research reported here is directed primarily toward
development of configuration algorithms rather than developing new types of multi-configuration units. The goal
is to find fundamental techniques that can be applied
across a broad range of units. These algorithms will not
only improve performance of individual multiconfiguration units, but also permit unified control of several such units simultaneously. We envision these algorithms being implemented with co-designed virtual machine software [16], but that aspect is not essential to the
research presented here; hardware or conventional software implementations could also be used.
As a basis for constructing reconfiguration algorithms,
we are studying dynamic analysis of program working
sets. There are three aspects of working sets that are of
interest. Detection of a working set change indicates a
program phase change, and can be used to trigger a search
for an optimal configuration. Working set size can be
used directly to choose the optimal configurations when
performance is directly related to working set size (e.g.
caches). Finally, the working set identity can be used to
reduce re-optimization overhead: when a previously encountered working set can be identified, the optimal con-
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figuration for that working set can be stored and reinstated.
Working sets can be quite large, and it is likely impractical to work with full representations of working sets.
Consequently, we propose a small hardware table (on the
order of 32-128 bytes) to capture a working set “signature” that contains enough information to permit an estimation of the important working set characteristics. This
working set information can be incorporated into a number of reconfiguration algorithms, and we demonstrate the
use of working set signatures for multi-configuration instruction caches.
In the next three subsections, we summarize proposed
methods for dynamically configuring hardware, describe
reconfiguration algorithms, and discuss ways program
working set behavior can be used in configuration algorithms.

1.1 Dynamically configurable hardware
A number of proposals have been made for adaptive/configurable hardware mechanisms targeted at performance and/or power optimization. A few important
examples follow.
•
•

•

•
•
•

Configurable caches and TLBs – line sizes and associativity are adjusted in response to program referencing behavior [2, 3, 5].
Allocation of memory hierarchy resources – cache
memory resources are divided among levels in the
cache hierarchy [4] or configured for other uses,
e.g. instruction reuse [6].
Allocation of memory buffer resources – the same
buffer resources are used for stream buffers or victim buffers, depending the current needs of the program [3].
Configurable branch predictors – the length of the
global history register [7] in a gshare (or related)
predictor is varied.
Configurable instruction windows – sections of the
issue window are disabled when there is low instruction level parallelism [8, 9].
Configurable pipelines – portions of clustered microarchitectures can be disabled [10], or a pipeline
can vary between in order, out-of-order, and pipeline gating [11].

Of course, these various methods are not mutually exclusive, and in practice a combination of adaptive techniques will likely be used in the same processor. This
leads to a fairly complex optimization problem, especially
if the methods interact with one another. Huang et al.
[12], describe a general framework and algorithms that
are intended to deal with processors containing several
configurable units.

1.2 Dynamic reconfiguration algorithms
Methods for controlling multi-configuration hardware
generally involve a form of feedback where some performance characteristic (e.g. instructions per cycle (IPC)
or miss rate) is measured and reconfiguration decisions
are based on current and past measurements. The more
sophisticated optimization schemes run for a fixed interval (also called a “window”, “step”, etc.) while monitoring some performance or program characteristic. This
information is used to determine whether there has been a
program phase change. If so, the configuration algorithm
undertakes a tuning sequence, i.e. it systematically tries a
number of configurations and measures the performance
of each. It then selects the optimal one and continues,
waiting for the next phase change.
The algorithm shown in Fig. 1 is proposed in [4]. This
algorithm is both one of the better documented and the
best performing we have found; henceforth, we use this
algorithm for comparisons and refer to it as the Rochester
algorithm. In [4], it is used to control a multiconfiguration data cache hierarchy. That system repeatedly runs for a fixed number of instructions (100,000),
and then makes a pass through the algorithm given in the
figure. The system has two states: STABLE and
UNSTABLE. As long as the configurable unit’s performance, unit_perf, does not change more than
perf_noise level and the number of branches does not
change more than a br_noise level, the phase is STABLE
and nothing is done. Otherwise, the phase is considered to
be UNSTABLE, and the algorithm goes through a tuning
sequence, looking for the best configuration. It begins
with the smallest configuration and goes to the largest,
unless the performance exceeds the threshold. Then, the
algorithm selects the best performing configuration,
makes the system state STABLE, and continues. If the
tuning process selects the same configuration as in the
previous phase, the noise levels are increased to prevent
unnecessary tunings in the future. When stable, the noise
thresholds are reduced until they reach a minimum level;
in essence, the algorithm dynamically changes the threshold in order to detect major phase changes.
Reconfiguration algorithms have three basic properties
that determine their applicability and effectiveness.
Detection efficiency – the ability of an algorithm to detect program phase changes. Low detection efficiency can
lead to lost reconfiguration opportunities and non-optimal
hardware configurations.
Reconfiguration overhead – the overhead associated
with the transition from one configuration to another. The
reconfiguration overhead depends on the amount of state
contained in the structure. Flushing and/or re-learning the
state can take 10’s of cycles to 1000’s of cycles (e.g. for
reconfiguring a data cache).
Tuning overhead – the time spent searching for an optimal configuration. A high tuning overhead leads to
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higher number of reconfigurations and more time spent in
the non-optimal configurations. This is a more serious
problem in microarchitectures with several multiconfiguration units. For example, three units with three
configurations each, can lead to up to 27 combinations to
explore (depending on the degree to which they interact).
In a proposed method for resizing global branch history
[7], up to 16 different configurations are explored.
Initially:
unit_perf_noise = base_perf_noise;
br_noise = base_br_noise;
After each sampling interval:
if (state == STABLE)
if (|unit_perf - last_unit_perf| < perf_noise AND
|num_br - last_num_br| < br_noise)
perf_noise = max (perf_noise – perf_dec, base_perf_noise);
br_noise = max(br_noise - br_dec, base_br_noise);
last_num_br = num_br;
last_unit_perf = unit_perf;
else
last_unit_size = unit_size;
unit_size = SMALLEST;
state = UNSTABLE;
else if (state == UNSTABLE)
record overall_perf;
if (unit_perf < threshold AND unit_size != LARGEST)
unit_size ++ ;
else
unit_size = select that with best overall_perf;
state = STABLE;
last_num_br = num_br;
last_unit_perf = unit_perf;
if (unit_size == last_unit_size)
br_noise += br_inc;
perf_noise += perf_inc;

Figure 1. An algorithm that detects a phase
change and then searches for the best configuration [4].
It is important to differentiate between number of tunings and number of reconfigurations. Each tuning can
possibly be composed of multiple reconfigurations.
Hence, reducing the number of tunings leads to significantly fewer reconfigurations, less time spent in nonoptimal configurations, and better performance/power
efficiency.

1.3 Configuration algorithms using working set
analysis
Because phase changes are manifestations of working
set changes [17], we consider algorithms based on analysis of explicit working set information. In Section 2, we
define a working set signature, a lossy-compressed representation of the true working set. By using working set
signatures to detect phase changes, very accurate configuration algorithms can be developed. In Section 3, we apply the working set detection method to variations of the

Rochester algorithm and show that similar average cache
sizes and miss-rates can be achieved with fewer reconfigurations in some cases.
For some multi-configuration units, the optimal configuration is directly related to working set size. In Section 4, we show that the working set signature can be used
for estimating size and develop a simple algorithm for
finding an optimal cache configuration. This algorithm
significantly reduces reconfigurations.
Finally, working sets can be used to identify recurring
phases. Re-tuning is done only when a program phase
change actually occurs. If the phase has occurred in the
past, the optimum configuration is looked up in a table
thereby eliminating the tuning overhead. As far as we
know, none of the reconfiguration algorithms reported in
literature exploit knowledge of recurring phases. In Section 5, we propose such an algorithm and show that reuse
of configuration information can lead to a 95% reduction
in number of tunings on average for integer benchmarks.
Section 6 describes the implementation of hardware and
software required to enable our reconfiguration scheme.

2.

Working with working sets

For decades, operating system researchers have studied
working set behavior to optimize memory hierarchy usage, and they have shown that working sets are the cause
of phase behavior.

2.1 Basic definitions
Classically, a working set W(ti,τ) for i=1,2…, is a set of
distinct segments {s1, s2,.., sω} touched over the ith window
of size τ [16]. The working set size is ω, the cardinality
of the set. The segments are typically memory regions of
some fixed size, such as a page.
Following some initial studies of working sets, researchers focused on more general models of program
behavior and developed the phase transition model [17,
18]. Batson and Madison defined a phase as a maximal
interval during which a given set of segments stay on top
of the LRU stack [18]. In other words, a phase is defined
as the maximum interval over which the working set remains more or less constant. The phase transition model
states that programs follow a series of steady state phases
with rather abrupt transitions in between. Phase transition
studies have shown that programs have a marked phase
behavior and bigger phases are composed of several
smaller phases.
Most of the early working set research was directed at
program paging behavior, but as one would expect, similar behavior occurs with smaller, cache line-size addressing units that are more in line with applications to configurable hardware. Also, early work tended to lump instructions and data together. We distinguish instruction and
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data working sets, and in this paper we focus on the instruction working set.
As defined, capturing a working set requires a window.
The window size determines the finest granularity at
which phases can be resolved. In this paper, we consider
fine grain working sets containing cache line sized elements (32-256 bytes) because we primarily deal with
multi-configuration units (e.g. caches and predictors) that
work at this granularity. Also, for design simplicity, a
series of non-overlapping windows is used, rather than a
sliding window as is often used in paging studies.
The method of sampling information is another important parameter. In this paper, we assume that sampling
occurs at every committed instruction. One could, however, resort to periodic sampling or random sampling to
reduce sampling overhead. This will be an area of future
research.
We are interested in identifying working sets, measuring sizes and detecting changes in working sets. In order
to do this, we need a measure of similarity because the
same phase may not always touch exactly the same segments in each working set window. There is some level of
noise in the measurements partially due to mismatch in
the phase and window boundaries and partially due to
small differences in execution. We define the relative
working set distance
δ= W(ti ,τ )  W(t j ,τ ) − W(ti ,τ )  W(t j ,τ ) ,

(1)

W(ti ,τ )  W(t j ,τ )

to compare two phases with working sets W(ti,τ) and
W(tj,τ). A large δ value indicates a working set change
whereas a small δ indicates no change. At the extreme
ends, δ = 0 when the sets are identical, and δ = 1 when the
working sets are totally different. We define a threshold
δth and say there is a working set change if δ > δth.

2.2 Working set signatures
Representing and manipulating complete working sets
is probably impractical for our application. Consequently,
we propose a lossy-compressed working set representation that we call the working set signature.
The working set signature is an n-bit vector formed by
mapping working set elements into n-buckets using a randomizing hash function (see Fig. 2). As mentioned before,
the working set elements are of cache line granularity and
hence the low-order b address bits are ignored when hashing. The size of the bit-vector is in the range of 32 – 128
bytes. One could consider varying size dynamically to
suit the application; this however, is a topic of future research. The bit-vector is cleared at the beginning of every
interval (window) to remove stale working set information.
Working set signatures can be used to estimate the size,
change, and identity attributes of the full working set. The
size (number of ones) of the signature is probabilistically

w orkin g set
sign atu re
progra m
coun ter

b = gran u larity

m

b

H
h ash fun ction maps
m-bits
log 2n bits

1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1

n = bit-vector size

Figure 2. Mechanism for collecting working set
signatures. m bits selected from the program
counter are used to address a table containing n
bits. The table is cleared at the beginning of each
window, and a bit is set if the corresponding instruction block is touched.
related to the true working set size. When K random keys
are hashed into n buckets, the fraction of buckets filled, f,
is given by
f = 1 − (1 −

1 K
) .
n

(2a)

Given the fraction of the signature filled, the working
set size can be estimated using the relation
K = log(1 − f ) / log(1 −

1
).
n

(2b)

Using this relation, we find that a 90% filled table corresponds to a working set size about 2.5 times larger than
the number of filled entries. In Section 3 this relationship
will be experimentally validated.
To detect working set changes and identities, we use a
measure of similarity analogous to the one defined above
for working sets. For two signatures S1 and S2, the relative
signature distance is defined as
∆=

S1 ⊕ S 2
S1 + S 2

,

(3)

i.e., (ones count of exclusive OR)/(ones count of inclusive
OR). As with full signatures, we will use a threshold
value ∆th to detect phase changes.

3.

Measuring working set changes

In this section we use instruction working set signatures
to detect phase changes (working set changes) and then
incorporate this mechanism in an example configuration
algorithm.
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3.1 Methodology

3.2 Signature accuracy

relative working set distance (%)
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To evaluate the properties of working set signatures, we
used a modified version of the SimpleScalar toolset [19]
and a subset of benchmarks from the SPEC 2000 suite.
The benchmarks were compiled using the base level optimizations. The choice of benchmarks was based on the
presence of 1) long and short term phases with differing
performance, 2) recurring phases, to test our working set
identification scheme, and 3) different working sets in the
same benchmark that led to similar behavior for certain
cache/predictor configurations and completely different
behavior for others – to show variable effectiveness of
reconfiguration.
For collecting working set signatures, a window of
100K instructions is used (unless stated otherwise), and
all benchmarks are run for 20,000 such intervals or 2 billion instructions. The signature bit vector size for most of
the experiments is 1024 bits (128 bytes); in Section 6.3,
we show that signatures as small as 32 bytes perform
nearly as well. The hash function used during simulation
is based on the C library functions srand and rand.
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In order to evaluate the accuracy of working set signature distances (as compared with full working sets), we
measured the relative distances between pairs of consecutive windows. Fig. 3a is a plot of the relative working set
distance (y-axis) versus the relative distance for the corresponding signatures (x-axis). This particular graph is for
gzip, but all the benchmarks display very similar behavior. That these distances are highly correlated is evident.
There is some slight dispersion due to hash collisions
when forming signatures. It is clear that using signatures
for detecting phase changes will be nearly as accurate as
using full working sets.
For comparison, the Rochester algorithm uses the dynamic count of conditional branches to measure working
set changes. We define a relative distance metric for
conditional branch counts in the same way as signature
distances i.e.,
BR _ CNTi − BR _ CNTi −1 ,
(4)
∆=
BR _ CNTi −1
where, BR_CNTi is the conditional branch count for the ith
window. A plot of full working set distances versus the
branch count distances shows some correlation, but with a
high level of dispersion (Fig. 3b). More importantly, there
are several significant working set changes that are associated with very small relative branch distances.
In order to detect a phase change, we need to define the
value of threshold – ∆th. The threshold is defined empirically. Thresholds that are powers of two (0.125, 0.25,
0.5…) are used because the implied division for forming
the relative distance becomes a matter of shifting and

0

b)

50
100
150
relati ve change in branch counts (%)

200

Figure 3. a) Relative working set distance vs.
relative signature distance for benchmark gzip
using a 32-byte signature. b) Relative working
set distance vs. relative branch distance (Eq. 4).
comparing. Experiments showed that the ability to detect
phase changes is relatively insensitive to the threshold,
because, as was noted in [17], a phase change tends to be
abrupt and very pronounced. Consequently, a threshold
of 0.5 is used, which filters out most of the noise and detects only the significant phase changes.

3.3 Evaluation: managing configurable hardware
In this subsection, we use working set signatures for detecting phase changes, and incorporate phase change detection into a reconfiguration algorithm. To illustrate its
performance, it is applied to a multi-configuration instruction cache.
The algorithm we propose is given in Fig. 4 and will be
referred to as the signature based algorithm. The signature size is 128 bytes. This algorithm has three states:
STABLE - when the program working set is stable and
the configuration is optimal, UNSTABLE – when the
working set is in transition and TUNING – when the
working set is stable and different configurations are being explored.
At the end of each window (100K instructions), the
relative signature distance with respect to the previous
signature is computed. Assuming the system is initially
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the state transitions to TUNING, and the algorithm begins
searching for the optimal configuration. Once the optimal
configuration is found, the state transitions to STABLE.
On the other hand, the state transitions back to
UNSTABLE if the signature distance exceeds the threshold while TUNING is in progress.
The Rochester algorithm and the signature-based algorithm are similar in overall structure, but one difference is
that the signature-based algorithm does not tune while the
working set is in transition; it waits for the phase to stabilize.
To illustrate the algorithm’s performance, we consider
an instruction cache that can be reconfigured to 2KB,
8KB, 32KB or 128KB, depending on the requirements of
the program. The goal is to save power by using the
smallest cache that gives good performance. We use the
cache miss rate as a measure of performance, the number
of reconfigurations/tunings as a measure of overhead, and
the average cache size as a measure of power consumption.
For comparison we use the Rochester algorithm given
in Fig. 1, adapted to instruction cache configuration. As
noted earlier, this algorithm detects phase changes using
dynamic branch counts. The parameters used for the algorithm [4, 23] are base_br_noise = 4500, br_dec = 50,
br_inc = 1000, base_perf_noise = 450, perf_dec = 5,
perf_inc = 100 and threshold = 2%.

if (state == STABLE)
if ( working_set # last_wo rking_se t > DELTAM AX )
state = UNSTABL E;
else if (state == UNSTABLE)
if ( working_set # last_wo rking_se t <= DELTAM AX )
unit_size = SMALLEST;
state = TUNING;
else if (state == TUNING)
if ( working_set # last_wo rking_se t < DELTAM AX )
rec ord overall_performance;
if (unit_perf > THRESH OLD AND unit_size != LARGEST)
unit_size ++ ;
else
unit_size = selec t best from amo ng those trie d;
state = STABLE ;
else
state = UNSTABLE ;

Figure 4. Basic algorithm based on working set
signatures. The algorithm uses relative signature
distances (represented with # operator) to detect
phase changes and then performs tuning when
the phase transition completes.
STABLE, if the distance is greater than the threshold
(0.5), the state becomes UNSTABLE and subsequent intervals wait for the distance to go below the threshold,
indicating stability has been restored. When this happens,
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Figure 5. Average miss rates and cache sizes for SPEC2K floating-point (left) and integer (right) benchmarks. The last column in each graph shows the average over all the benchmarks in that graph. Results
are shown for the Rochester algorithm, basic signature based and extended signature based algorithms
(Sec. 3.3); signature size based algorithm (Sec. 4.2); phase table based algorithm (Sec. 5.1).
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Figure 6. Number of tunings and reconfigurations for SPEC2K floating-point (left) and integer (right)
benchmarks. The last column in each graph shows the average over all the benchmarks in that graph.
Results are shown for the Rochester algorithm, basic signature based and extended signature based
algorithms (Sec. 3.3); signature size based algorithm (Sec. 4.2); phase table based algorithm (Sec. 5.1).
Fig. 5 shows the average cache miss rate and average
cache size for the Rochester and basic signature-based
algorithms (first two bars; other bars will be described
later). On average, all the algorithms perform very similarly in terms of miss rates and average cache sizes. A
point to emphasize here is that any algorithm with a sufficient number of tunings will achieve near-optimal instruction cache sizes and miss rates, and in the remainder of
the paper, we do not draw any real distinctions among
algorithms on that basis. These results do show the advantage of the dynamic configuration approach, however. For
example, compared to a configuration having 128KB instruction cache (0% miss rate on average, not shown in
the figure), the signature-based algorithm reduces average
cache size by 82% for an increased miss-rate of just 0.4%.
The number of tunings and reconfigurations (Fig. 6) are
the key distinguishing features directly related to the algorithm’s performance overhead, and we focus on these
measures in comparing algorithms. Recall that a tuning
occurs when the algorithm initiates a search for the optimal configuration; a reconfiguration occurs whenever the
configuration changes.
The signature-based algorithm is comparable to the
Rochester algorithm in number of reconfigurations; however, the Rochester algorithm has the advantage of performing far fewer tunings. This is mainly because the
Rochester algorithm detects when unnecessary tunings
occur and “backs off” by increasing the noise levels. This

feature is especially useful when there are frequent phase
changes that do not require reconfiguration. On the other
hand, the basic signature-based algorithm performs tunings every time a phase change is detected; there is no
“back off”.
To reduce unnecessary tunings, we extend the signature-based algorithm to wait for 4 stable intervals before
tuning. Also, if the state is UNSTABLE for more than 10
intervals and performance is below threshold, the cache
size is increased to the maximum. This acts as a backup
strategy in cases where the working set does not stabilize,
so tuning is never performed. With the extended algorithm, the number of tunings is reduced by 74% on average, compared to the basic algorithm (Fig. 6).

4.

Measuring working set sizes

As mentioned earlier, the signature size (one’s count of
the signature) is closely related to the actual working set
size. Thus, in those cases where performance is directly
related to the working set size, for example instruction
and data caches, the signature size can be used to determine the optimal configuration; there is no need for tuning.
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configurations (Fig. 6: signature size) – on average, 7580% fewer than the Rochester and extended signature
algorithms. The effect is much more prominent in a
benchmark like gzip. Gzip has lots of dynamic phases
with a cache requirement of 8KB, separated by phases
with a requirement of 2KB. When tuning, the Rochester
and signature-based algorithms try the 2KB configuration
before trying the 8KB. On the other hand, the signaturesize based algorithm sets the size to 8KB directly, avoiding half of the reconfigurations.

instruction working set size
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5.

Identifying recurring phases

0
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100

normalized instruction signature pop-count (% )

Figure 7. Working set size vs. normalized one’s
count of the signature for instruction working
set of SPEC2K benchmark gcc. Signature size
used is 128 bytes.

4.1 Working set size experiments
We collected the true working set and the working set
signature for each window of 100K instructions. Then,
the true size of the working set versus the signature size
was plotted. Since a randomizing hash is used, the graphs
for all the benchmarks are essentially identical (and fit Eq.
2b). A representative plot for the instruction working set
is shown in Fig. 7.
As expected, for small working sets, the graph is close
to linear with a slope of 1 and as the working set gets bigger, the graph becomes non-linear. Even in the non-linear
section, the signature can give reasonably accurate working set size estimates 3-4x the maximum signature size.
This means that a typical signature size we have been
considering (32-128 bytes) with line-size granularities
(32-128 bytes) can be used to estimate working set sizes
of many tens to hundreds of Kbytes – adequate for reconfiguring L1 caches. By increasing the granularity (future
research), we expect the reach to be extended to L2 cache
sizes.

4.2 Evaluation: reconfiguration using signature
size
The extended signature-based algorithm can be modified to use the signature size for selecting an optimal
cache configuration – the smallest that holds the current
working set (plus 10% to allow for some noise). To determine the appropriate size, equation 2 (Section 2) is
used. This eliminates the need to tune, and it typically
reduces the number of reconfigurations as well. The main
advantage lies in the significantly smaller number of re-

As a program executes, it goes through many phase
changes. However, the same phases often recur multiple
times during program execution. As far as we know, no
previous work has proposed the saving of recurring phase
information to avoid re-tuning. In this section, we study
such an algorithm. Briefly, this will be done by maintaining a phase table in memory. After tuning has determined
the optimal configuration for a particular phase, it will be
stored in the table. Later, if the phase recurs, the optimal
configuration can be reinstated without going through the
tuning process.

5.1 Phase statistics
Table 1 shows some general characteristics of phases as
identified in the simulations. The program execution consists of a sequence of stable 100K instruction intervals
separated by unstable intervals. Each “run” of stable intervals is defined as one dynamic phase. If the relative
signature distance between two different dynamic phases
is within the 0.5 threshold, we say that they are the same
static phase. The average phase lengths are computed by
averaging the lengths of all the dynamic phases.
In general, the floating-point benchmarks have longer
phases, typically 10’s of millions of instructions – primarily due to the long loops of numerical code. The integer
benchmarks on the other hand have much shorter phases;
less than one million instructions for gzip and gcc. For
many of the floating point benchmarks 99+% of the time
is spent in stable phases. As the average phase length decreases there are more transitions, and hence the fraction
of time in a stable region decreases (60-80% for gzip and
gcc).
The presence of recurring phases is evident in all the
benchmarks by comparing the number of dynamic phases
with the number of static phases. However, the degree to
which phases recur is reduced by the relatively short
benchmark runtimes (2 billion instructions). Several benchmarks were run for 10 billion instructions and the
number of dynamic phases was almost three orders of
magnitude greater than the number of static phases. This
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Table 1. Benchmark characteristics. Columns
are benchmark name, number of dynamic and
static phases, number of static phases that lead
to 95% of stable time, average phase length in
units of 100K instructions and the percentage of
time spent in stable phases.
Benchmark
applu
apsi
mgrid
wupwise
galgel
ammp
swim
lucas
perl
gzip
gcc
twolf

#Dynamic # Static 95%
Phases
Phases Stable
Time
66
26
12
72
15
6
86
9
4
6
5
3
371
39
12
7
1
1
45
14
10
33
18
13
119
21
5
2301
10
4
3437
57
19
17
13
2

Avg.
Phase
Length
301
276
230
3331
51
2854
442
604
166
7
3
1174

Stable
Time
(%)
99.61
99.36
99.01
99.95
95.14
99.92
99.66
99.69
99.13
81.79
61.77
99.84

indicates that the gains of reusing configuration information for recurring phases increase with time.
The “95% stable time” column of the table is the number of static phases that account for 95% of the dynamic
phases. These numbers are quite low, fewer than 20 in
every case. This indicates that a relatively small signature
table will be sufficient for covering most recurring
phases.

5.2 Evaluation: recurring working sets
The algorithm for exploiting recurring working sets is
similar to the one given in Fig. 4. However, on detecting a
phase change, the algorithm first performs a table lookup
to see if configuration information for the phase exists in
the table. If so, the optimal configuration is reinstated. If
not, the algorithm goes into the TUNING state. At the end
of tuning, the optimal configuration is committed to the
signature table.
In addition to the configuration information, the table
also keeps track of phase lengths. If, during its last execution, the length was fewer than four intervals (400,000
instructions), then tuning is not performed. This avoids
tuning for insignificant phases. Four intervals are chosen
because the tuning process takes a maximum of four intervals.
The results for the algorithm are shown in Figs. 5 and
6, labeled phase table. The important difference lies in the
number of tunings performed by the phase table algorithm. The algorithm performs 67% fewer tunings for
floating point benchmarks and 92% fewer tunings for the
integer benchmarks compared with the extended signature

based algorithm. In situations where the tuning process is
complex, this can lead to significant improvements in
performance.

6.

Implementation

To implement configuration algorithms, we propose a
combination of hardware and software. Software performs higher-level configuration decisions, and hardware
collects working set signatures, and, possibly, performs
some of the lower level analysis.

6.1 VMM based configuration management
To perform working set analysis and manage configurable hardware of wide variety and complexity, we are
developing a co-designed virtual machine monitor
(VMM) [16] – a layer of software designed concurrently
with the hardware implementation. This software is hidden from all conventional software and would typically
be developed as part of the hardware design effort. The
base technology is used in the Transmeta Crusoe [20] and
the IBM Daisy/BOA projects [21] primarily to support
whole-system binary translation. In this work, we are not
interested in the binary translation aspect. In fact, for
managing configurable hardware, there needs to be no
changes made to existing binaries.
Of course, VMM software is not the only option for
managing the optimization process. Low-level operating
system software could also be used. This, however, requires the addition of implementation dependent code to
the OS. One could also consider microcode in place of
VMM software. The microcode can reside in ROM, but
there must still be some hidden memory for maintaining
data structures such as the phase table. A special purpose
co-processor [22] is another good candidate for managing
the hardware configuration. It has the advantage of saving
optimization time overhead at the expense of additional
hardware.
In the most straightforward implementation, working
set signatures are collected by hardware, and then the raw
signature data is read and analyzed by VMM software.
The working set size/difference algorithms we propose
can easily be performed in software. With the assumed
window size, VMM software is invoked very 100K instructions. Because in most cases the relative signature
distance will be very small, the VMM overhead will also
be small – probably a few tens of instructions. If this
overhead is still too high, a longer sampling interval can
be used, or hardware can be used to perform some of the
low level analysis. This is described in the next subsection.
A phase table lookup ostensibly requires a linear search
of signatures, but it can be made more efficient by using
techniques such as hashing based on the signature size,
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6.3 Implementation cost
The primary cost is the working set signature. This
consists of 128 bytes and can be placed off the critical
path. Using smaller signatures can further reduce the
hardware cost. Fig. 8 shows that a signature as small as 32
bytes can resolve most of the dynamic phases resolved by
a 512-byte signature. Small signatures are unable to resolve certain phase changes for benchmarks with large
working sets (perl and gcc) due to collisions in the signature table, which lead to smaller relative distances. Preliminary experiments have shown that using smaller
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Besides collecting working set signatures, hardware can
also be used for estimating working set size and/or to detect working set changes, thereby reducing software overhead. In particular, detecting working set changes in
hardware avoids invoking the VMM between each interval; the VMM has to be invoked only when the working
set actually changes. Furthermore, for very simple reconfigurations that are directly related to working set size
(e.g. cache configurations), it may not be necessary to
enter the VMM at all; hardware can determine the proper
configuration based only on the size of the working set
signature. It is important to emphasize that this hardware
is not on the critical path and hence can be implemented
with slow, low power transistors.
To measure size, there must be a hardware counter
which increments whenever a bit in the signature changes
from 0 to 1. This requires reading the signature entry before writing to it.
To measure the relative signature distance, a second
signature register is required to hold the signature for the
previous window. As defined in section 2.2, the relative
signature distance is the ratio of the exclusive-OR to the
inclusive-OR of the signatures – say X/N. X and N can be
evaluated dynamically as follows.
Initially, X=N=count of ones in the previous signature.
For each signature access, both the previous and current
signature values are read. If previous=0 and current=0,
both X and N are incremented. If previous=0 and current=1, nothing is done; if previous=1 and current=0, then
the bit in the previous signature is cleared and X is decremented; the case previous=1 and current=1 should
never happen. Then at the end of the interval, hardware
can find the relative signature distance X/N (or approximate it by shifting and comparing, when the threshold is a
power of two). The VMM can set up the hardware to trap
to VMM software on values above the threshold.

pl

6.2 Hardware working set analysis

thresholds is a solution. Dynamically varying thresholds
and/or signature sizes, to accommodate larger working
sets is a topic of future research.
In the simple implementation (where the VMM performs the relative distance computation) the memory only
has to be written in normal operation. Furthermore, it is
not critical that every instance of an element of the working set be recorded. Only one occurrence of the element
has to be recorded and most elements appear multiple
times. Thus, if occasionally dropping an element simplifies hardware (for example, retiring instructions from
different cache blocks in one cycle) little accuracy is lost.
For the determining the relative signature distance in
hardware, two copies of the signature memory are needed,
and they are both read and written during the collection
phase.

ap

early exits when the phase is same as the previous one,
etc. This will be a topic for future study as the VMM is
implemented.

Figure 8. Number of dynamic phases resolved by
signatures of sizes 256–4096 bits (32-512 bytes).
The elements sampled are 32-byte blocks except
for the 256-bit signature, where they are 128
bytes. This is done to increase the “reach” of the
signature.

7.

Related work

Previous work related to hardware reconfiguration was
discussed in Sec. 1.1. In this section, we briefly discuss
work related to working set analysis.
Sherwood et al. [24] proposed the use of program phase
information to speed up simulation. They use basic block
execution frequency information as a fingerprint for an
interval of execution. The goal then, is to find a small set
of intervals whose fingerprint matches that of the whole
program. Detailed simulation over these intervals can
give a fairly accurate estimate of the performance of the
whole program.
Adaptive mode control (AMC) caches, proposed by
Zhou et al. [25], keep track of the working set in order to
enable/disable cache lines. The AMC cache keeps a
counter for each of the tags to measure activity. If the
cache line is not accessed for a particular interval, then it
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is put to sleep. However, the corresponding tag entry is
not put to sleep, thereby allowing continuous monitoring
of the working set and avoiding “just-in-case” periodic
upsizing.
HP Dynamo [26], a run time dynamic optimization system, uses a measure of working set change to flush stale
data translations from a cache. Dynamo optimizes traces
of the program to generate fragments, which are stored in
a fragment cache. At steady state, most of the instructions
are fetched from the fragment cache. When the working
set changes, the rate of fragment formation increases. This
is used as a trigger to flush stale fragments from the
cache, making room for the new ones.
Merten et al. [27] describe a framework for dynamic
optimization, which profiles branches to detect working
set hot-spots. This is mainly done using a branch behavior
buffer, which collects frequently executed branches. The
hot-spot information can be fed into a run-time optimizer
such as Dynamo to achieve performance improvements.

8.

Conclusions and future research

We introduced the concept of a working set signature, a
lossy-compressed representation of the program working
set. The signatures provide a robust mechanism for detecting working set changes. Also, unlike previously reported methods, the signatures can be used to identify
specific working sets. This provides an opportunity for
storing configuration information associated with recurring working sets. Algorithms using complex tuning
mechanisms can benefit significantly from reuse of configuration information.
When applied to an instruction cache reconfiguration
algorithm, the signatures detect most of the major working set changes. This algorithm achieves 27% fewer tunings and 18% fewer reconfigurations than the Rochester
algorithm – probably the best published to date.
Working set size information can be derived from the
signature and can be used to configure the instruction
caches directly. An algorithm based on this achieves performance similar to the signature-based algorithm using
74% fewer reconfigurations.
Finally, an algorithm based on reuse of configuration
information leads to 80% fewer reconfigurations compared to the Rochester algorithm. These results suggest
that an algorithm based on reuse of configuration information can potentially perform much better than other
algorithms when the tuning overhead is high.
We plan to continue the development of a VMM that
implements these algorithms. This development will include
• Algorithms for tuning multiple interacting units in
a way that optimizes performance and/or power
efficiency. The work in [12] is an important first
step in this direction.

•

•
•

Study of the relationship between the signature
size, the PC bits, sample interval and thresholds. It
is likely that the VMM can adjust the PC bits and
sample interval dynamically to adapt to working
set size.
Study of sampling schemes such as periodic sampling, to reduce sampling overhead.
Study of algorithms for building and managing the
signature table. In particular, it will be necessary to
develop fast algorithms for searching the table to
find recurring phases.

The ultimate goal is to define the overall VMM structure and to apply it to a highly configurable microarchitecture.
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